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Editors’ Note

This is the 3rd issue of the Mamba, as it continues to 
grow in size and text, and more especially making 
inroads into unchartered territories in its quest to 
make haiku a popular poetry genre in Africa. In this 
voluminous issue, we again feature new poets from 
Africa (and beyond), an expansive research paper on 
“A History of African Haiku” by Adjei Agyei-Baah, a 
review of Africa’s groundbreaking haiku collection, 
AFRIKU, reviewed by Maria Steyn (South Africa) 
and of course a recollective commentary of journal 
publication of all haiku poems written by African 
haijins at the international scene for the entire year 
of 2016 by Justice Joseph Prah. And not leaving you 
without a surprise which happens to be the newly 
created section in the Mamba which gives prominence 
to students’ haiku assembled through a haiku 
workshop with junior and senior schools in Africa. 

Likewise with great delight we also bring to your 
attention two new members joining the Mamba 
Journal staff. They are in the person of Celestine 
Nudanu, a haikuist and author of Haiku Rhapsodies 
from Ghana, as Assistant Editor, and Akor Oche 
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Emmanuel, a poet and budding haijin from Nigeria, 
for the Secretary position. In all, we have over 
100 pages of haiku, haiga, haibun, essays and 
commentaries in this particular issue for your reading 
delight. Hope you feel inspired by our assemblage of 
works and feel the urge to pass it on to other lovers 
of Japanese poetry forms. And as well take this 
opportunity to call on friends who would like to serve 
as friends of the Mamba by contributing to support in 
its continual publication. Wishing you a good read and 
sharing as well! 

Adjei Agyei-Baah 
March, 2017
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01xii Justice Joseph Prah (Ghana) 

Justice Joseph Prah 
(Ghana)

Dutch courage—
all from 
the palm wine tapper’s gourd

Parading Gourd III by Jake Kwesi Bennett
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winter wind…

0302 Ali Znaidi    (Tunisia)Jacob Kobina Ayiah Mensah   (Ghana)

Ali Znaidi    
(Tunisia)

winter jazz…
an owl screeches beneath
a rusty moon

deepening winter night…
her breath mingled
with the fireplace ash

winter wind…
among the hair of campus girls
eucalyptus leaves

Jacob Kobina Ayiah Mensah   
(Ghana)

partially clouds form around a joint
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midnight travel

0504 Gabla Godwin   (Ghana)Kwaku Feni Adow (Ghana)

Gabla Godwin   
(Ghana)

midnight travel
the roaring engine
breaks silence

Kwaku Feni Adow 
(Ghana)

river…
the continuous journey

of falling leaves

arriving on the farm—
the open arms 

of the scarecrow

mosquito coil ash—
the many twists

of my nightmare



Teddy Kimathi   
(Kenya)

savannah cruelty
a gazelle finally rests
between the cheetah’s jaws

Nana Amma Adomaa 
Abrefa  

(Ghana)

valentine day
so much redness to share

a flamboyant in bloom

room cleaning
the spider moves a few distance

from her eggs
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savannah cruelty

0706 Teddy Kimathi   (Kenya)Nana Amma Adomaa Abrefa  (Ghana)



Anthony Itopa Obaro   
(Nigeria)

noon darkness
watery bullets pound
every roof

scorching sun
pupils’ flags waving welcome
to the governor

night strolling
the moon follows us
everywhere

Mercy Ikuri  
(Kenya)

the floods
all hope

dry

Maasai village
cattle bells awakening

the dawn

Old childhood tree  I have forgotten how 
to climb
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night strolling

0908 Anthony Itopa Obaro   (Nigeria)Mercy Ikuri  (Kenya)



Sadia Suleiman   
(Ghana)

dreamcatcher
meshed trees
clutching the moon

home alone
darkness refills 
an empty snail shell

Pamela Kuadegbeku 
(Ghana)

bedtime view
a hole in my roof

brings stars closer

peaceful war
from very kraal

rising cooking smoke
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home alone

1110 Sadia Suleiman   (Ghana)Pamela Kuadegbeku (Ghana)



Celestine Nudanu   
(Ghana)

a bit of heaven
in the Virgin’s smile
garden grotto

harmattan moon
a leafless tree leans on
its shadow

farmers’ market
the scent of melon
trails me home

Turkson Adu Darkwa  
(Ghana)

after the storm
the homelessness

of fallen leaves

after Hiroshima
a blood spot settles

on Japan’s flag
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farmers’ market

1312 Celestine Nudanu   (Ghana)Turkson Adu Darkwa  (Ghana)



Adjei Agyei-Baah  
(Ghana)

harmattan
the cowherd fades
into dust

still night
the thud of
a fallen mango

arms wide open
the scarecrow
catching nothing

termites...
bringing the fence
to its knees

chameleon
after all the camouflaging
settles in greenness

Nana Fredua-Agyeman  
(Ghana)

blackout 
our laughter laughs 

at us

harmattan...
the trails 

of a baby snail

roadside walk—
a butterfly disappears

into the fumes 

evening sunlight 
threading the mist 

pine needles

starless sky
fireflies move in and out

of darkness
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chameleon

1514 Adjei Agyei-Baah  (Ghana)Nana Fredua-Agyeman  (Ghana)



Barnabas Ikeoluwa Adeleke  
(Nigeria)

savanna fire
a gazelle escapes
into an ambush

deepening drought
treasure hunters flood
the ancient lake

sultry day
the sun empties a pothole
of muddy sky

a falling leaf
the sun claims one more spot
in tree shade

Nathaniel Apadu  
(Ghana)

anthills 
the restless patrol

of soldier ants

lost hunting expedition—
a dog tows 

a sullen hunter

long drought—
digging wild yam

with a broken machete
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a falling leaf

1716 Barnabas Ikeoluwa Adeleke  (Nigeria)Nathaniel Apadu  (Ghana)



Elikplim Akorli   
(Ghana)

light off
neighbor’s generator
hums wrongful melodies

after rainfall 
the still rising smoke
from a dump site

Blessmond Alebna Ayinbire 
(Ghana)

fogbound day... 
everyone suffers 

myopia

wet earth—
a hen bares termites

to its chicks
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after rainfall 

1918 Elikplim Akorli   (Ghana)Blessmond Alebna Ayinbire (Ghana)



Akor Emmanuel Oche 
(Nigeria)

gentle wind
rolling a leaf into
its shadow

Jamil Danbala Umar  
(Ghana)

harmattan winds
clattering dry leaves

count their days

bowed cassava stem
poor old man 

stands upright

the periscope 
a missionary looks

beyond the obstacle
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gentle wind

2120 Akor Emmanuel Oche (Nigeria)Jamil Danbala Umar  (Ghana)



Patrick Wafula Wanyama 
(Kenya)

Soweto Market--
discarded bananas squashed
by pedestrian shoes 

stagnant water 
in an avocado shell--
night rain

a slug’s trail 
on my hanging coat--
night rain

evening walk--
our shadows grow longer
with the sunset

a shoe print
in a squashed avocado--
narrow path

Theophilus Femi Alawonde 
(Nigeria)

waxing gibbous...
i take a walk

with my shadow

yellow kite...
a leaf drifts

across the sky.

mating time...
hen dribbles cock

in a hot chase

harmattan breeze...
the last leaf slowly falls

as i lock school gate
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a shoe print

2322 Patrick Wafula Wanyama (Kenya)Theophilus Femi Alawonde (Nigeria)



Maria Steyn 
(South Africa)

late afternoon
the hawker’s beadwork
warm with sun

falling leaves . . .
the flock of mousebirds
blown off course

shanty town . . .
satellite dishes
face the morning sun

Precious Oboh 
(Nigeria)

drifting
through the misty sky--

eagle cry

dusty wind--
a taste of

harmattan
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shanty town . . .

2524 Maria Steyn (South Africa)Precious Oboh (Nigeria)



Emmanuel Jessie Kalusian   
(Nigeria)

harmattan dust
i draw the faces of those

who hate me

two goddesses
tongue lash --

rumbling thunder

expanding ripples...
the noise of a frog fight

in the pond

thunderclaps...
thunderclaps...
before it rains

end of reading--
the Mamba curls

into itself
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2726 Emmanuel Jessie Kalusian   (Nigeria)

Student Haiku Section

The haiku is this section was compiled through 
a haiku workshop conducted for the Junior High 
School students of Cambridge Preparatory School in 
Korle Gonno, Ghana, organized by the Korle Gonno 
Community Library (KGCL) as part of their Visiting 
Writers Series programme. The ages of the student 
participants ranges between 12–14 years. And the 
haiku workshop was facilitated by Adjei Agyei-
Baah, a lecturer at the University of Ghana Distance 
Learning Center, Kumasi Campus, who afterwards 
compiled and edited these poems for KGCL. The haiku 
in this anthology is the sole property of individual 
students but held in trust by the library and Africa 
Haiku Network and should not be used without an 
official approval from these two above mentioned 
bodies.



Dennis Mensah 
(Ghana)

a cooking mother
gets hurt
by the hot pot

the sound of car
confuses me
while learning

a handsome man
stands in front of students
to teach them haiku

Juliet Eyram Amansunu 
(Ghana) 

the sound of a trumpet
alarms me

for judgement day

the scent of mother’s food
moves me to the kitchen

and made me a thief
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2928 Dennis Mensah (Ghana)Juliet Eyram Amansunu (Ghana) 

a handsome man



Eva Amanfo 
(Ghana)

a beautiful girl
learning haiku
falls asleep

Emelia Ocquaye 
(Ghana)

The rays of the sun
embraces me

on my bed
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a beautiful girl

3130 Eva Amanfo (Ghana)Emelia Ocquaye (Ghana)
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late night

3332 Jone Nada (Ghana)

Rowena M.T.N.D Attoh Brow 
(Ghana)

poor girl’s birthday
just a kiss
will do

late night
robbers break
into my dream

Jone Nada 
(Ghana)

mama’s words 
so special

put a spark in my eyes

trees dancing in the wind
God may be

the conductor

Rowena M.T.N.D Attoh Brow (Ghana)
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a stepmother’s hatred

3534 Zenicia Abbey (Ghana)Mugeez Atua Mohammed (Ghana)

Mugeez Atua Mohammed 
(Ghana)

childhood memories
make a mistake

and leave the group

Zenicia Abbey 
(Ghana)

a stepmother’s hatred
is very painful
it makes me cry
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patam patam, patam

3736 Matilda Aimie Ayitey (Ghana)Millicent Tagoe Aryee (Ghana)

Matilda Aimie Ayitey 
(Ghana)

beautiful moon
smiles at me
It’s time to sleep

patam patam, patam
goest the footsteps
of the adowa dancer

*adowa is a traditional dance by the Ashanti people 
of Ashanti 

Millicent Tagoe Aryee 
(Ghana)

mama’s love
bigger than the moon

and wider than the sea
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a man teaching 

3938 Kelvin Josiah (Ghana)Sekina (Ghana)

Kelvin Josiah 
(Ghana)

a man teaching 
haiku makes
the class active

Sekina 
(Ghana)

a beautiful girl
dark and lovely

smiles to my satisfaction
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the sound of a male chicken

4140 Harriet Narh (Ghana)Douglas Appiah (Ghana)

Harriet Narh 
(Ghana)

the sound of a male chicken
awakes me
for my duties

Douglas Appiah 
(Ghana)

the cry of a baby
causes it’s mother

to wake up
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4342 Keith A. Simmonds (France) Tsanka Shishkova (Bulgaria)

empty nests—

Keith A. Simmonds 
(France)

a village feast
in the shade of a baobab…

anansi stories

Boti falls…
a rainbow festival

merging with the light

a red butterfly
in the soft silky sun…

ephemeral glow

Haiku from Other parts of the world

Tsanka Shishkova 
(Bulgaria)
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snakebite

4544 David J. Kelly (Ireland)Tsanka Shishkova (Bulgaria)

David J. Kelly 
(Ireland)

immaculate lawn worms cast dirty 
flowers

barking mad
our neighbourhood dog
and its neighbours

snakebite
the venom in
“I told you so”

Tsanka Shishkova 
(Bulgaria)
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sandstorm

4746 Debbi Antebi (Turkey)Anthony Q. Rabang (Philippine)

Debbi Antebi 
(Turkey)

cumulus clouds
her smile curves
into a frown

sandstorm
at the crossroads
I lose my bearings

Anthony Q. Rabang 
(Philippine)

early sunshine
the smile of kids

rolling wheel rims
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4948 Gillena Cox (Trinidad & Tobago)Gillena Cox (Trinidad & Tobago)

the evening sky

Gillena Cox 
(Trinidad & Tobago)

Gillena Cox 
(Trinidad & Tobago)
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fiery noon–

5150 Aparna Pathak (India)Elisa Allo (Italy)

Aparna Pathak 
(India)

windless day
the squirrel hops 
tree to tree

fiery noon–
an ox rumbles
through damp trench

Elisa Allo 
(Italy)

I look to the northeast—
the young Harmattan

veils the sunrise
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5352 David J. Kelly (Ireland)Tim Gardiner (UK)

white elephant

David J. Kelly 
(Ireland)

Tim Gardiner 
(UK)

dry season...
a family of warthogs

follows the stream

jagged peaks...
the slender necks

of two giraffes

savannah fire...
a grasshopper sifts

through the ash
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fiery noon–

5554 David J. Kelly (Ireland)David J. Kelly (Ireland)

David J. Kelly 
(Ireland)

David J. Kelly 
(Ireland)
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gazania

5756 Debbie Strange (Canada)Michael Dylan Welch (USA)

Debbie Strange 
(Canada)

old baobab
sky-roots tangled
with bird nests

gazania
a thousand suns
dot the hill

Michael Dylan Welch 
(USA)

moonlit sundial—
gentle ripples

in the fishpond

power failure—
news of the bombing

still in my head

a day without rain—
catching up at last

with all my bills

spider on the ceiling
slowly descending
to her open mount
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5958 Ken Sawitri  (Indonesia)Ana Drobot (Romania)

Open window

Ken Sawitri  
(Indonesia)

Ana Drobot 
(Romania)

harmattan haze—
the mosque’s roof
threatens the sky

harmattan haze—
searching for my way

through life
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My three younger siblings; still not at school, will 
pry about in the night for my bag and rid it off all 
confectioneries i would have bought and sent home as 
a surprise waiting them till the next day; that’s quite 
their way of surprising me, and that’s the way i much 
like to be surprising them too! My village has shrunk 
into its sickly pale self, voices of neighbors and chat 
mates are sealed up in deep graves miles away from 
us. The disease has ploughed away too much than it 
could carry back home—though it has left stealing 
right through the unknown road it came once, I hear 
they now sleep at night and keep their windows 
equally closed in case it returns again a fresh wind 
deepening their snores. On my journey home that 
afternoon in the mummy lorry my mind leaves me 
to pick fun out in the evergreen hills fringing the 
untarred road.

home call 
the sweet falls
of yellow leaves

When December Comes…
Justice Joseph Prah (Ghana)

School is over again in December. My long-held fear 
for arithmetic unclenches its temporal grip on me, and 
all looks the very me again. Right at the dormitory, 
scattered thrills of laughter raise thrice our hopes, 
dreams and warmly collapsing back into rancorous 
laughter. Feet shuffle in and out in my ears while 
we all shove things into our bags for the long ride 
home for the Christmas. Every student, poor or rich, 
talks at the same time calling each other’s bluff to 
return to this “condemned cell” with cheeks literally 
inflated like helium balloons from the brief but long 
vacation. In the sea of all this, mother waits at the 
entrance of our kraal, perhaps stoning the rice since 
harvest, watching down the dusty road for my gummy 
smile, running home for hugs. She will try to heave 
me off my feet though she always fails, but might 
succeed today if I have not grown so thin to shadow 
with my legs wobbling under me giving me a weird 
look of “Tingatinga” paintings on a rough wall—Call 
it drudgery of boarding life—She will be calling 
me father through her beaming eyes! i am the last 
and first walking picture of him since he left at the 
outbreak of the Ebola. 

Haiban & Essays
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A Terror In A Picture
Emmanuel Jessie Kalusian (Nigeria)

Boko Haram. The first word that crossed my mind as 
I struck thematch against candle. Boko Haram. The 
first story that met my gaze as i flipped the newspaper 
open to be read under candlelight. Illuminated. The 
picture of the terrorist leader that goes by the name... 
(name withheld). The newspaper didn’t mention. 
Probably, for fear of having their paper house burned 
down by a single order that will come from the 
fierce-looking man staring at me from the newspaper 
article. The man is holding a black flag with some 
Arabic letters on it. His face is black and sun-tanned. 
The photographer had taken a perfect close-up. The 
terrorist seems to be sweating profusely! And from 
the way his face is set; I could tell he has an important 
task to carry out.

bombed church
the crackling of flames
end a congregational hymn

A Book By The Seaside
Geosi Gyasi (Ghana)

The library in which I work, ‘Korle Gonno Community 
Library’ was built by a Canadian woman called Kathy 
Knowles. It is situated by the sea in the city. On my 
first day at work, I stood at the balcony, overlooking 
the sea, and marveled at the thought of why a white 
woman would travel all the way to Ghana to ‘plant’ 
this magnificent library.

a Canadian philanthropist 
plants a book 

by the sea
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Haiku, though a late arrival in Africa, have captured 
the skill and imagination of poets on this continent. 
Prof. Richard Gilbert (Kumamoto University of Japan) 
aptly states that Adjei’s haiku ‘reveal a poet’s passion 
for his world and culture...’. Nature and the people of 
Ghana speak to us with a freshness and sensitivity 
of expression in Adjei’s haiku. He is a keen observer 
who depicts his world with creativity, insight and the 
occasional dash of humour.

I returned to Afriku for several readings and felt 
welcomed into the heart, lives and homes of the 
people of this country. I will certainly never forget the 
meaning of ‘harmattan’!

Of particular interest is the translation of the poems 
into Twi, one of several official languages in Ghana. 
It serves as a reminder to be proud of one’s heritage 
while showing a deep respect towards those of 
others. Haiku can indeed bring people from different 
backgrounds together and help make the world a more 
peaceful place.

Book Review

Afriku: haiku & senryu from Ghana, by Adjei 
Agyei-Baah, Ghana, Red Moon Press, 2016. Soft 
cover; 102pp; ISBN 978-1-936848-63-3

Reviewed by Maria Steyn (South Africa) 

Ghanain poet Adjei Agyei-Baah is a co-founder of 
Africa Haiku Network and co-launched The Mamba 
Journal with Emmanuel Jesse Kalusian. He is also a 
part-time lecturer and has been active in promoting 
the writing and appreciation of poetry in Ghanaian 
secondary schools. Adjei coined the term ‘Afriku’ and 
has won several international awards for his haiku.

Afriku: haiku & senryu from Ghana, Adjei’s 
first haiku collection, opens with a haiku that pays 
homage to the Japanese haiku master, Basho, while 
simultaneously pointing at the fertile future of this 
genre on African soil. We do indeed find ‘the living 
splash/of Basho’s frog’ in this striking collection. 
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dry season
the dam shows the ribs
of its depth

We also visit hearth and home where our closest 
bonds and memories are forged.

childhood memories
the wood shavings that light up
mother’s charcoal

stone meal . . .
mother fakes supper
to put the kids to sleep

faggots on fire
the shadow of a spider
slips out of the hearth

dawn—
the distant sound
of my neighbor’s broom

Please join me on a short meander through this 
inspiring collection�

a leaf falls
into its shadow

onto itself

This poem contains a keenness of observation that 
reminded me of Nick Virgilio, the late American 

haiku poet’s famous ‘lily’ haiku where the inverse 
happens. 

lily:
out of the water

out of itself

I am struck by Adjei’s poignant observations of 
drought; a stark reality on this continent.

drought—
the farmer digs
into his breath
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As a nature lover I am enchanted by the creative way 
in which nature is depicted.

deserted shore
the wind sharpens its voice
over a conch

mountain walk . . .
only our shadows
dare the cliffs

Folklore finds a place in ‘the boy on the moon’. In 
Japan a rabbit lives on the moon whereas we hear 
about ‘the man on the moon’ in Europe.

night river
bringing him closer
the boy on the moon

Adjei is finely attuned to the humour in his world. I 
invite readers to discover the humourous poems on 
their own. Perhaps book in hand, somewhere under a 
tree, quietly chuckling to themselves. 

The sphere of social differences and politics is 
touched on in these poignant haiku.

disputed land—
crows flout

the borderlines

all that remain
of a lost tribe’s story—

scratches and scars

pavement beggar
on his lips

the footprints of harmattan
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Afriku And Its Transition  
Through 2016
Justice Joseph Prah (Member of Africa Haiku 
Network & United Haiku Tanka Society)

“Following the trailblazers’ road to the 
finish, even through blizzards, to keep 
in run poetri-evolution in Africa is an 
absolute commitment for our neo-poetry 
generation today”—Justice Joseph Prah

Poetri-evolution is the totality of attitude, creative 
materials in sync with poetry, free share of sentiments 
cum ideologies specifically directed with an 
entrenched free-will to explore deep the aesthetics 
of poetry with the intention of bringing about a 
new brand of poetry. The whole evolution today in 
Africa is doing much to the body of poetry, such that 
afriku; an offshoot of the ancient Japanese haiku, has 
impressively become one bunch of wealth discovered 
like desert rivers several years ago by the neo-poetry 
generation.  

What better way to close such a strong collection than 
with the poignant ‘end of the road’.

end of the road—
a railway track runs

into the earth

Afriku: haiku & senryu from Ghana comes highly 
recommended and will be a valuable addition to any 
poetry lover’s collection.
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My dear readers, permit me to cart away the fact home 
that, the year 2016 had seen another incremental rise 
in afriku-haiku poems to the extent that individually 
produced materials on the web have more than 
doubled up pace, how ever, this is insignificant when 
compared to the long rails of contributions and 
honorable commendations Afriku-haiku practitioners 
have received home and abroad. 

The coming-of-age pro-afriku-haiku frontiers have 
multiplied tremendously with some being old hands 
already, stretching yet the long bench of poets happy 
to belong in the epoch-making history of our time. 

With giant homegrown trees like Kwaku Henneh 
Kyere (Ghana), Anthony Itopa Oborav (Nigeria), 
Theophilus Femi Alawonde (Nigeria), Jamil Danbala 
Umar (Ghana), Mercy Ikuri (Kenya), Nana Amma 
Adomaa Abrefa (Ghana), Akor Emmanuel Oche 
(Nigeria), Clifford W. Lindermann (South Africa) etc 
emerging out of their long encampment, the afriku-
haiku poetry-scape on our African continent is no 
longer a sitting space under a mango tree, but an 
endless level proportionally represented by everyone 
who feels it a continental call to write on simple and 
complex subject-matter(s) and theme(s) indigenously 
tied to seasons, nature, sound or myriad of issues 
in sync with Africa, this is not to say we did reach 

The overly-jealous ones did keep coming with 
unequivocal questions on how, where and why we 
have relegated the sonnets, lyrical poems, satire, 
eulogies etc into the furnace of time! Some still ask, 
if all those renaissance and classical poems have 
recently become “Raisin in the Sun” today! Well, 
change is what has caught up with us all. Such was 
the philosophical thinking of scholars like William 
Shakespeare, William Wordsworth, Henri Ibsen, 
Basho, Wole Soyinka, Atu Kwei Okine, Dennis Brutus 
etc in their efforts of drawing the literary circles 
and completing it with a whole gamut of interest 
and reasons in their time. They, together with their 
contemporaries brought changes that pushed literature 
another quarters ahead of other disciplines indeed.  

Since Basho’s students; Agyei Adjei-Baah and 
Emmanuel Jesse Kalusian have set the writing tuft 
for Afriku, a number of us have decisively loaded up 
our writing toolkits and followed up on their heels to 
equally participate in this big constellation of afriku-
haiku poems much delighting than any endearing 
poem the past and present centuries have produced.  
The evidence of this assertion, ladies and gentlemen, 
can be prove-checked in this article before us all. 
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climate change
snow eases off the shoulders
of the Buddha 
Kweku Feni Carpe diem Special #193

The above haiku on ‘dark moon’ traces out with an 
eerie glow that permeates the fabric of our feelings 
and quietly prods our fore minds to the collections 
of our folkloric sayings on dreams and their mystic 
meanings. The nocturnal bird “owl” is not just by 
description a feathery creature in African traditional 
belief system. According to most ethnic groups in 
Africa, the cosmologic wealth of thought is that the 
bird holds much over the fate of an individual. 

In view of this, our social relation with an owl is 
predictably imperfect and sore. This is certainly not 
where our superstitious interpretation of life begins 
at all. To me, it is an able effort mythologically 
conceived to readily explain the paradoxes of life so 
to speak. As identified by Adjei, the dream world, 
though ephemeral, normally leaves an ounce of 
influence on our physical lives as humans. To the 
poet, the bird is everything including a harbinger of 
pessimism; it is an ideal imagery of an ominous night 
for the dreamer whose sweet dreams are trapped into 
the shriek of an owl. 

any resolve to jettison in a hurry the art of writing 
on seasons we ubiquitously share with the rest of 
the world. Not all! Writers within the macro-haiku 
universe have only taken a short lease of time, in the 
past year, to natively defined our legendary hotspot; 
a position worth defining our style of ku – to me, 
this is an action of positive defiance meant to allow 
us room enough to continue with our eternal race as 
we hold going the torchlight of “negritudism” best 
popularized in most riveting poems of Leopold Sedar 
Senghor.

It’s appropriate to say delightedly with all the greatest 
heartfelt honor that the 2016 afriku-haiku gallery that 
took so much patience and intellectual preparedness 
to roll out began right from the month of January. 
Wonderful and regular ace poets; Adjei Agyei-Baah 
and Kwaku Feni Adow, did us all the worthy service 
by ramming yet again through the giant hall of haijins 
with the following haiku: 

dark moon—
an owl’s shriek unsettles

a dream 
Adjei Agyei-Baah Cattails January 2016
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reporting a beautiful scenery from a microscopic 
world white-coated with ashes (snow) of winter 
but the import of the message in the haiku is not in 
consonance with anything heartwarming so long 
as global warming reaches every critic as tickling 
Doom’s day clock. It is the sharp juxtaposition of 
melting columns of snow on Buddha’s shoulder with 
climate change that raises the philosophical sense in 
the haiku. Why did i say this!? 

After milling around the haiku days after days, one 
gleam of truth illuminates my mind beautifully, 
thus the situation in the haiku lends my mind to 
that wholesome peace; that very one that seizes you 
and friendly forces you to desilt yourself off any 
worries of life. From one side, i judge the haiku to 
have the meditative power great enough to stimulate 
tranquility within those who lapse into long or shot-
term depression. 

This is what William Wordsworth calls wealth to the 
soul. In fact, of all the weathering and eco-erosions 
recrafting table of earth, global warming is certainly, 
out of all, a mammoth trojan horse far from been 
ridden through our millennium. 

This brand of eco-haiku deserves a sitting position at 
the center of the four isles of our globe. If we could 
frame it for the louvre, it will hang proudly horning 

The metaphorical dot of “dark moon” invariably 
increases the pitch of fear that symbolically uncoils 
in the haiku as swath of sooth in blurred lantern. 
Fundamentally, the haiku simply rolls down the 
runway with many but plain definition of what 
setbacks mean and how they form a labyrinth in our 
pursuance of options life itself holds in front of us 
with both hands. The realist may have every strong 
opposition stance to say our lives are products of our 
realistic choices we make but it might equally be 
convenient to search the mystic archives of tradition 
to help straighten up the crooked misfortunes that 
militate against our progress in life from all cardinals. 

Feni’s haiku on climate change is obviously an added 
voice to the vociferous campaign on ecological 
transformation fast stripping earth of its healthy 
condition. The poet’s observatory thought as 
written down is today one of the intractable global 
phenomena breaking the monotonous lifestyle of 
humans and animals alike. What is so striking in the 
poem is the crude truth of how a miniature-heaped 
snow melts off the shoulder of “Buddha”. 

This to me paints a superior encounter on poetic 
canvases of everyone who cares a grain about the 
fast wheel of destruction on which we have put the 
whole fate of our home-earth. Feni may literarily be 
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The month of March has not gone sipping through the 
cracks of time without Africa haiku poets scattering 
at its back a mark of their fame. The Heron’s Nest 
volume xviii got onto the broad space of the internet 
with the large footprint of Agyei Adjei-Baah once 
again. The laurel-decorated afriku descends into the 
thoughts of readers like a watery bundle letting go 
off the hold from a straw on a hut. Its splash became 
a resonating highlight for the publication when it was 
unanimously adjudged the editor’s choice as well as 
the winning poem in the contest. The afriku seriously 
increases the appeal of the e-anthology as it strongly 
welds the Kalaharian taste to the European haiku 
renditions in the e-journal. Below is the poem: 

roasting sun
the egret’s measured steps
in buffalo’s shadow
The Heron’s Nest Award, the Heron Nest Volume xviii, March 
Issue, 2016

The metaphorical line “roasting sun” gives an 
accurate remiscence of a humid day at Serengeti. It 
draws thinly with every precision a day on which the 
African sun is out on an excursion, giving a full blast 
of its radiant strength to an interspaced arid region. 

the very theme: “erosion of earth’s own life infront 
of stake holders who have the wherewithal to mend 
back her life before the yellow leaf turns brown”. To 
present my own version of the eco-haiku and once 
again stoke the magma growling inside the already 
active volcano, I leave it off this way:

climate change
a polar bear balances

on melting ice
Another on the January calendar by Feni published in 2016 

Cattails:

morning inspection
from one flower to another 

a butterfly

This captures the succinct daily hobby of a colorful 
butterfly harvesting sweet fluid from one nectar to 
another. The routine lifestyle embedded in the haiku 
highlights the close link relation that pre-exists 
between everything in nature. The most baffling thing 
is that the butterfly will carry out this self-imposed 
assignment throughout the day and end up resting on 
one flower to pass the night over.
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about in the haiku universe. It creates a split view of 
alienated world and the backdrop of normadism in 
West Africa. The poem reads thus:

midday shower
a cow’s hoofprint quenches
the dove’s thirst
Editor’s Choice, Cattails Publication May 2016 Edition

In this afriku, one can see the magnifying and larger-
than-life role of nature again. What we deeply reach 
for here is the natural chain of supply bountiful on 
the server of life. The instinct to distribute all the 
common provisions of life to all is somehow reinforce 
in this afriku. Either by divine providence or some 
natural dictate, the dove’s thirst ends satisfactorily 
at a moment it best expects it! That is some power 
at work selflessly. Adeleke lends our thoughts 
masterfully to that idyllic setting in which the daily 
lives of everything looks inseparably intertwine 
yet independent led in an atmosphere of mystery. 
What is mysterious is how a reflex action of a cow 
stepping perhaps through squiffy land before or 
during a “midday shower” ends up supplying another 
miniature creature life’s most rare ingredient. The tall 
metaphor in the poem is stunning if not a jaw-dropper 
all together. 

This is the matchless spirit of a masculinity; the 
humble force of nature straightly demonstrating the 
inward love for other objects of creation: the habitat 
for the egret and buffalo. It seems Adjei’s interest is 
to open up on the undeniable fact about nature itself 
being way unequal and at the same time largely 
symbiotic. The cattle egret is naturally conscious, 
aware of the gigantic fright the buffalo posses with its 
weight in a tuft it is adaptable to. As the bird strides 
into the warm shadow of the buffalo with calculated 
steps, it is demonstrating there is a common strand 
that binds all of nature’s creation into one whole 
system. 

Thus, the dependency ratio in life is inevitably 
prepared by the Cosmic power and integrated into the 
body of nature itself. The buffalo might be resistant to 
the biting effect of the scorchy sun but the tiny egret 
shuns its (the sun’s) company outright for reasons 
best known to us. The resilience of the buffalo as 
captured by the poet and the timidity of the egret are 
spectacular imageries that leap out into the readers 
eyes as ‘aha’. 

The 2016 May Cattails publication let fell the 
spotlights on Barnabas Ìkéolúwa Adélékè’s afriku and 
treated it specifically as an editor’s choice. The haiku 
holds one of the salient themes infrequently written 
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poets all over the continent. The loud invitation got 
a corresponding submissions from South Africa, 
Ghana, Nigeria, Uganda etc. This singular effort 
was masterminded by young leading poets whose 
expertise in African literary circles is no doubt a 
formidable trail through the isle of home and abroad 
fame-room. The chief judge of the Babishaiku 2016 
was Adjei Agyei-Baah, co-founder of Africa Haiku 
Network and Poetry Foundation Ghana. He judged the 
afriku category of the contest and Stephen Partington 
from Kenya and Isaac Tibasiim from Uganda; two 
hurricanes from East Africa also judged the long 
verse poetry category. This golden moment brought 
out yet some silk-woven afriku relishes from the 
roomy sleeves of Blesmond Alebna Ayinbire (Ghana), 
Chibuihe-Light Obi (Nigeria), Kweku Feni Adow 
(Ghana) and Ayesha Kajee (South Africa) onto the 
broadway for judgement. This contest eventually 
crowned Kweku Feni Adow as the ultimate winner of 
the afriku category. Below are some of the dazzling 
lines of the various poets who surged to the finishing 
track.

fogbound day
everyone suffers 
myopia
Blesmond Alebna Ayinbire (Ghana)

The question is how huge might the cowshoe mudprint 
be such that it is able to trap a little puddle enough 
to take hunger-thirst in the dove? The thought of 
it couldn’t just end up a guesswork, no, one has to 
scout around and catch this affectionate phenomenon 
into a still picture for posterity. What remains at 
large a wonderful inspiration in the afriku through 
and through is the fact that our innocent actions 
sometimes may go a long way to replenish the want 
of another innocently after we have even moved 
ahead in life. The cow may have been led away by 
the cowherd as it grazes away in the drizzle but its 
footprint solidifies along the path and retains water to 
serve another creature. After reading over the poem, 
I freely feel carried away into desolate areas of Africa 
where normadic life double-set the day for all, for 
that matter the persona in the poem. And this I earlier 
called my spectacle of alienation! 

The call list of Africa haiku-afriku poets soared up 
to the decorative daiz again midway the month of 
May. This perhaps turned out historically as the most 
single-handedly organized afriku award contest 
in Africa and it practiaclly threshed through the 
continent and beyond in 2016 with a bang indeed. The 
Babishaiku Poetry Foundation in Uganda organised 
an Afriku contest in February, using the courtesy 
of the internet to cast wide its pool for interested 
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The stainless concsciences of many agents in these 
institutions have become tainted such that they have 
perefected every alibi into lies, rumors and swords of 
persecution against others and ourselves. The poet’s 
observatory truth that “ everyone suffers/ myopia” 
is enough to justify that we all suffer this defect 
in sighting out the rotteness among us. This is the 
threnody Syl Cheney-Coker; the Sierra Leonean poet 
has incessamtly poured into our souls in the satirical 
poem “Myopia”. 

Guess who parcels a rare bouquet of Namaqualand’s 
field of colorful flora and brings it to readers and 
keen followers of Babishaiku contest with a smile 
best called suspense! Ayesha Kajee! Her entry in 
my point of thought is a firework splayed out into 
cold harmattan night. The poet’s depth of meaning 
concealed in the fold of lines sounds magical and 
almost passes as a shell-shecked fact. Readers, permit 
me to quote the lines below:

when the rain-drones drop
kaleidoscopes explode from
Namaqualand’s soul 
Ayesha Kajee (South Africa) 

This afriku holds every weight of truth as it switches 
our minds to the ever-consuming harmattan morning 
in West Africa. The blue hours during the harmattan 
season becomes hazy, as a result of dry and dusty 
northeasterly trade winds sweeping into West Africa 
from Sahara desert.  The condition floats fine sand 
and moist air heavily in the skies and this partially or 
totally blocks the sunrays from scattering over. What 
reaches downearth is a dim daylight making visibility 
a matter of difficulty though with little consequences 
to the eyes. Ayinbire’s description of a situation where 
everyone experiences shortsightedness really paints 
matters in a very concise manner. 

This reminds me about a traditional folklore among 
the Ewe ethnic group that says even the most 
decorated hunter finds it difficult to see birds at close-
shot to shoot during harmattan. The reason they call 
the month of November in which harmattan sets in 
“adeεmekpɔxe”. On the other hand, the afriku also 
streams in a symbolic meaning which transcends 
the layman’s meaning derived in the poem. Thus, 
the far-fetched meaning buried within the eleven 
stretched lines is the issue of moral decadence in our 
state institutions such as the political, religious and 
economic realms built on the principles of honesty 
and sincerity. 
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Then again, the mutual contract written, sealed 
implanted into the gene of nature is flawlessly at work 
here! Gracious me! It’s reasonable to say the bloodline 
of Namaqualand’s soul itself is the rainfall that kisses 
its fate a good wake from a year-sleep. As a lover of 
green-life myself, I have just seen a whole blanket of 
romanticism in the afriku as presented. 

Kajee has done some of us a lot great service by 
turning our minds to the 18th century philosophical 
thinking that rationalizes nature, traces the soul’s 
authentic ecstasy to those simplistic ambience 
of nature and its essence to us all. Anytime 
Namaqualand’s soul germinates back into a sea 
of colors, the poet’s reportage remains a reminder 
jostling us all in the side to try the long meditative 
healing of our minds and souls, if possible, by 
collecting the whole field into our eyes literarily. 

This is one central assimilation I cannot resist at 
anytime of the season - natural saturation into 
nature’s non-written culture is therapeutic and 
wholesome to us all.  Quite optimistic an arduous 
yearly journey to Namaqualand’s bloomfield should 
secure me an abstract reformation of my soul into 
souls of flowers today. However, my only criticism 
against the above afriku is its quiet utility of the 
fragment and phrase theory. 

Anyone who has hiked the long carpet of spring 
flowers bordering South Africa and Namibia at 
a season best suited for the dramatic display of 
Namaqualand’s flowers would attest to the just fact 
that nature’s toolkit has everything including rare 
phenomena yet not seen. The pacifying showers that 
normally plummet the Namaqualand’s long mat of 
parched field in the months of July to October are 
always game changers indeed. The ‘rain-drones’ 
explode over the barren field and drill into the thick 
flesh of earth only to resurrect trillions of dormant 
seed flowers to reach out for fragrance of air and 
sunlight. 

As the various species lay out into limitless 
flowerscape, the whole phenomenon takes an 
impressive look of kaleidescope watched from an 
eyehole. The metaphorical line that border-ends the 
afriku really gives a huge transformation to the whole 
poem. It has elevated the poem’s beauty and blows it 
into a lifesized make-believe event worth witnessing 
this and other years. The theme that jumps at the first 
glance out of the poem is the issue of resilience in the 
face of adversity. Thus, after the cloth of flowers in 
one year bursts into kaleidoscope of colors, they dry 
back and keep warming up deep within the bowels of 
the semi-desert land, waiting for another favourable 
season to put out their scenic display. 
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Haram, has dreadfully given the citizens of Nigeria 
their unfair share of terrorism. The insurgents have 
since organised flurries of daily bombings in densely 
populated areas like markets, churches, mosques, 
stations etc. in and around the country. It is one of 
these tempestuous attacks in a market that the poet 
snatches and juxtaposes with the shrieking rhythm of 
the weaver birds. 

The afriku teaches a significant lesson about human 
resilience even on the crossroad of death. The poet 
has skillfully done a perfect work by stitching the 
fragment ‘ weaver birds... “to the phrases “ the 
bombed market/ echoes back to life”. This helps 
to vividly light up the two independent activities 
conveniently tucked into the lines of the afriku. 
Somehow hidden in the piece, is an amber of humor 
only showing a warm glow beneath. Ever spent a good 
deal of time in a typical African market before? 

Much of the cacophonic blurring that reaches you is 
all but voices of honeyed sopranos contesting at a 
high pitch, calling new and old customers to patronise 
goods from their usual friends and enemies. Simply 
amazing, the ear-choking noise from the vast market 
after a bomb blast rips through it with rebounding 
sound just share similarities to the busy, uprising 
chants and gregarious nature of weaver birds probably 

Perhaps, one of the reasons that douzes Kajee’s 
chances of clinching to the topspot. Jane Reichhold 
re-emphasizes this rule in her article “Fragment and 
Phrase Theory” by stating that “Never have all three 
lines make a complete or run-on sentence”.

If there is ever anything that rouses the 
neighborhood’s quietness into an endless scretching 
cacophony of hell, then it certainly is Napolean-like 
colony of million weaver birds ‘beaking’ away at 
straps of green straws ripped from palmfrond while 
they build their nests. Chibuihe-Light Obi offers us a 
horrifying look into a home-grown violence and the 
indigenous African way of responding to economic 
life at all times best or worst. Chibuihe-Light’s afriku 
is quoted below:

weaver birds...
the bombed market
echoes back to life 

Chibuihe-Light Obi (Nigeria) 

What leaves this poem on the praise-singer’s cliff of 
eulogy is the exemplification of a phenomenon that 
has since 2009 shuttered the security policies and 
foundation of Nigeria. Thus, the onward insurgency 
led by some Sunni Moslems in Northern Nigeria who 
congregated into a terrorist group known as Boko 
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new buds—
the farmland throws off
a past of harmattan fire
Kweku Feni Ado (Ghana)

Uses addictive imageries that often find hold in most 
African brewed afrikus.  Readers, I know at this 
juncture some might want to check my name up 
against any reading injury, but let us concur Feni’s 
afriku on “ new buds” is all in all a hot commodity 
that outsells others though it  beautifully shares a 
proportionate equidistance with Kajee’s “ when the 
rain-drones drop”. Unlike Kajee’s afriku, Feni gives 
an authoritative space to the fragment and phrase 
theory to cause an intentional truncation between the 
first line and the following lines below. 

The fact is glare in the poem for proofchecking! 
This poem opens an insightful learning into the 
idea of restorative literature. The wide windows in 
it throws in a shaft of light on the thoughtful idea of 
how curative nature can be even after it has finely 
wade through the worst kind disasters. The pictorial 
imagery is synchronous with a recreative situation we 
see after every breathing thing, which is fate-bound 
with the land itself, perishes down the ravenous throat 
of “harmattanean” inferno. 

making their homes way ahead of the mating season. 
This poem also highlights the industrious attributions 
of Africans at all time and stresses their worldview 
about life as a dramaturgical action worth acting 
worthwhile until you exit from the stage inevitably 
beyond the stretch of the sea. The second afriku from 
the same poet that caught the keen attention of the 
judges goes:

orange sunset—
fisherman’s shadow
afloat on the waves

Chibuihe-Light Obi (Nigeria)

Well, for all those in the afriku fraternity who have 
always bought block of time enough to leap onto the 
Africa Haiku Network consul, you may have noticed 
Kewku Feni is literarily a waterproof leather tough 
enough to hold any amount of water for long so long 
as writing haiku and afriku comes as chief concern 
for the huge haiku-afriku Universe and its funs. Feni 
rounded up the Babishaiku afriku category as the first 
flintstone coming home as a powerhouse with just 
plenty intelligence to supply to readers. His entry got 
judged the best among the rest for good reasons the 
poem spilled beyond comparison the needed theme 
for the contest. For instance, this afriku:
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Another of Feni’s message reaches us agian in this 
afriku:

blackout evening
the moon lights up
outdoor conversation 
Kwaku Feni Ado (Ghana)

This afriku evokes out of me those quality hours we 
shared with “childhood girlfriends” under fullmoon 
in the past when the hydroelectric current decides 
and go into hibernation only to plunge us all into 
temporal or permanent darkness. On a good evening, 
mothermoon might appear in full circle to give us a 
lustre evening with the moon eyes serving us the only 
parental glance at places so obscured. 

I remember the moonglow used to keep us company 
deep into the night as a modest companion whose 
discretion added to our valour at winning a girl’s 
heart. Once again, one sees the benevolent attributes 
evident in nature and her counter-response to the 
dire moments in our lives. As a full circle, her wide 
embrace uinites us all into a humorous conversation 
that throws us back and forward until sleep closes the 
last lid. This is what makes nature a unifier. 

The vivacious response from burnt and gone plants 
is always total sight to behold especially by the 
farmer who may have worked his or her soul into 
the previous cultivation. The new buds to me, are 
the newly emerging rewards the land or the farmer 
receives back into both arms optimistically. So we 
are told anywhere the worst situations draw their 
darts against us, we just need a split patience to see 
smouldered bottom of our hope gleam back with a 
brandnew energy. 

The poem also disputes the long held argument in 
the academia that nature is summarily just and good 
toward us and other creations. The harmattan fire that 
grazes the farmland down to ashes shows clearly how 
protective and destructive nature itself is, and this 
balances the two sides on the tightrope, as the cosmos 
has plenty situational ironies that sometimes change 
divine arrangements of things here. 

The farmland seems to be at the crude mercy of nature 
as it lies pateintly after the carnage waiting for the 
next rains from nature again. 
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The statistics from International Union for 
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Species Survival 
Commission’s African Rhino Specialist Group shows 
the poaching crisis is gone past an epidemic as it 
takes another dramatic twist with some global leaders 
banning importation of rhino horns outright into their 
commercial markets. The haiku seeks to communicate 
to all about the close-tight relation that should exist 
between extinctive animals and humans. As the rhino 
forages around for food in the large natural habitat 
converted into wildlife reserve, the ranger walks 
behind in its footsteps with the hope of trapping and 
killing it for his selfish adventure.

The month of October 2016 came as no other with 
African haiku-afriku poets sending another global 
signal into the hall of famous poets reminding the 
haiku fraternity some of those refined haiku brews 
can come from Africa. All the way up in Japan, some 
young poets on the continent did set the track wide 
for some bigwhips in the haiku-afriku Universe as 
they stretch to the size and height of Mount Fuji. 
The 5th Japan-Russia Haiku contest organised by 
Akita International Haiku Network got Turkson Adu 
Darkwa’s haiku emerging the favourite out of 382 
submissions done respectively by haigins from 51 
countries. 

The month of June 2016 came just it always does 
but this time it brought a swift chance for another 
African haiku-afriku poet to go head up with other 
seasonal poets far from home and publish three haiku 
poems done to project animals right. The anthology 
was curated and published by the San Francisco 
Bay renowned psychologist and haiku poet, Robert 
Epstein. The book is selling currently on the e-shelf 
of Amazon.com. The underlining reason birthing 
behind the publication is to augment the minute voice 
of animal right activists who may have long been 
fighting the burgeoning population that sees nothing 
worthy in procuring the absolute right of animals. I 
hereby quote one of my haiku poems entered into the 
publication:

taking rest under
the overstretching sun

rhino and ranger 
Justice Joseph Prah 

(Published in Turkey Heaven: Animal Rights Haiku 
Paperback—June 3, 2016) by Robert Epstein (Author), Ed 

Markowski (illustrator)

This haiku takes a full inspiration from the bloody 
poaching of Africa’s rhinos by some foreign and 
African crime kingpins.  Their mad-rush for the horns 
of rhinos in Africa since 2008 has depleted the larger 
population of the animals reaching the alarming 
number of 5, 940. 
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For instance, the assonance rhythm in the last line 
flows in consonance with the onomatopoeic sound 
that “storm” and “fallen leaves” would individually 
create though in one whole event. The poet’s craft to 
exclusively personify the leaves as though they were 
realistically part of the livings. The idea we collect 
lightly here is the situation of a virulent force of 
nature putting into turbulent show an empty action 
after guessing wrong its ambivalence. Thus, the 
strong wind’s brief race through a field of trees has 
accidentally ejected leaves from their natal home as 
they lied littered around pessimistically. 

The metaphorical comparison has also given this 
poem enough consideration to sit out of its peers. The 
poem smartly likens squatters, whose presence is a 
nuisance in every highly populated cities, to stray 
leaves roaming the isle of the street whenever fate 
blows them here and there. The euphemistic side to 
the haiku also raises stakes for its selection I should 
believe. Doesn’t it sound sympathetic enough the 
leaves have lost a home and will soon wither at the 
mercy of the sun’s radiance? Such is the thought 
decker-packed into the haiku for interpretation. The 
big question is whether the green leaves would ever 
be reinstated to their previous position. This is the 
colossal shadow of tragedy and situational ironies of 
life. 

He did us proud by by stepping honourably into the 
footprints of the famous haijin; Adjei Agyei-Baah, 
though he couldn’t fill it full, and won the Akita 
International University President’s Award for the 
English section of the contest. The contest was judged 
by astute panel of judges: Hidenori Hiruta, Satoru 
Kanematsu, Ben Grafstrom and David McMurray; the 
founder of Asahi Haikuist Network. All brought their 
lustre intelligence to bare on entries for that year, 
and Africa was unanimously judged out the most 
outstanding among all English countries’ haikuist. I 
would like to quote at this point the award winning 
poem:

after the storm
the homelessness 

of fallen leaves
Turkson Adu Darkwa (Ghana) 

According to the panel, the above poem was read 
aloud for its aesthetic and anesthetic effects on all. 
The creativity within the veins of the work showed 
the skillfulness of a prodigy who put up the stilt 
against others and displayed an exceptional poetic 
quality to the brim. 
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Other homegrown haijins also traded their hard punch 
in the contest and ably gave other contestants a hellish 
run for their money and time. The haiku below won 
the judges’ heart under the student’s category as they 
got honourable mentions:

falling leaf
the sun claims one more spot
in tree shade
Barnabas Ikeoluwa Adeleke (Obafemi Awolowo University, 
Nigeria) 

sunny Savanna
the lion start to yawn
and roar 
Mercy Ikuri (Jomo Kenyatta University of Agricultural and 
Technology, Kenya)

As the calendar prepared to rest 2016 haiku-afriku 
activities in the month of November before the 
Christmas-harmattan breaks the daily routineness in 
various homes uninvited, the haiku-afriku dynamo; 
Adjei Agyei-Baah brought another glory to us out of 
the crevices. He won the merit award in the 27th ITO 
EN Oi Ocha Haiku Contest organized by a herbal tea 
producing company in Japan. 

Clearly put, the storm itself is a mocking dirge to 
green leaves which couldn’t withstand the boisterous 
challenge of the storm. 

The following two haiku poets from Ghana and 
Nigeria got honourable mentions under the English 
language category:

harmattan moon
a leafless tree leans on

its shadow
Celestine Nudanu (Ghana)

flowering quince―
a crow shakes off

flurries of snow
Precious Oboh (Nigeria)
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The whole sight could be likened to a hanging 
chandelier. This is what maintains the strong aha 
in the haiku and faithfully directs the emotions of 
readers. To me, the hundreds of globules symbolise 
pockets of optimistic dreams yet to break into new 
days. 

Another from the same haijin from Ghana published 
on the website of Asahi Haikust Network, November 
2016 Issue:

lightening
the tree
has an extra branch 
Adjei Agyei-Baah (Ghana)

The month of December surprisingly narrowed down 
into 2017 with much work done by afrikuists in Africa. 
Many haijin stepped up their beats and were more 
than glad for playing an integral part in the making of 
a year’s almanac. 

old childhood tree
i have forgotten 
how to climb 
Mercy Ikuri (Narok Kenya) December 16, 2016

Below is the selected haiku:

last night’s rain
in the spider’s web

a chandelier of globules
Adjei Agyei-Baah (Ghana)

This haiku-afriku poem is an incessant illumination 
on greater reflections that trigger a lot of introspective 
thinking in us. The intricate movement of the spider at 
weaving a home with protein-produced substance that 
solidifies into glittering silk is a spectacle that reveals 
a lot about this shy creature. What becomes clear is 
that the creature is self-dependent, industrious and 
above all increasing the rhetorical questions of life. 

To humans, the existence of this creature reminds 
us thoughtfully about the fact that life is not without 
responsibilities, and it is these responsibilities 
that make us sometimes pause and reflect over our 
lives. We equally use the craft of the creature by 
weaving our lives such that we can overcome the 
eventualities abound in nature. The web, as it spreads 
out wide from one plant to another, has become 
a sort of dreamcatcher that entraps all manner of 
things including the cascaded raindrops that finally 
agglomerate in the web forming globules of diamond-
like beads. 
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The central theme that resonates in Ikuri’s poem sure 
runs a cord through Adjei’s “mountain tree”

mountain tree
the thoughts of having my head 
above the clouds 
Adjei Agyei-Baah (Ghana)

Professor David Mcmurry again did us proud again 
when he published haiku from two haijins from 
Ghana and South Africa respetively. Their entries 
were published on Asahi Haikuist Network website on 
December 30th 2016. 

dusk and the moon
smiles at the evening star 
Venus blinks
Clifford W� Limdermann (Broaderstroom,South Africa)

dawn coldness
the homelessman stretches 
to a passing train 
Adjei Agyei-Baah (Ghana) 

Adjei has given mouth to one of the most notorious 
and intractable issues of migrants in our urban cities. 

Ikuri’s “old childhood tree” afriku noticeably gives a 
flip-back events, painting accurately one of the green-
age hobbies every child who has lived his or her age 
of innocence in the village has overtly participated in. 
The persona in the poem is now markedly in her adult 
stage but may have equally led her all her formative 
age at same spot where she was once a tree swinger. 
The tree symbolizes the past and the present bridge 
always passing the gone years to her with a wry smile. 
How could the person suddenly forget all the drama of 
swinging an old tree? That’s someway baffling. Isn’t 
it? But this is what time and tides can do to humans. 
They dryly rob us off our innocence and stuffs us into 
an adult skin—all these occur round the bend of life 
without us having a choice to make or pick! 

The poem also gives a thought about the power of the 
mind going through progressive depreciation in terms 
of what it could recall from the past as we age. May 
be, the adult Ikuri only pretends to have forgotten how 
her old friend could be swung out of sheer shyness. 
Whatever the case is, the persona seems to be nursing 
back that temptatious feeling to scale up the tree. How 
have we lost our innocence, readers?
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The duo; Adjei Agyei-Baah and Mrs. Celestine 
Nudanu, have all glided up with their books to 
Amazon.com. Thousands of praises pouring in from 
home and abroad simply tell the success and quality 
locked into the respective anthologies. 

Mrs. Celestine Nudanu’s:  
HAIKU RHAPSODIES (Verses from Ghana) Published— 
April 23, 2016 by Mrs� Celestine Nudanu (Author)

Adjei Agyei-Baah’s AFRIKU  
(Haiku & Senryu from Ghana) by Red Moon Press, 
USA, 2016.

Some excerpts from the pages: 

morning dew
perhaps heaven weeps
for mankind

distant cry
the heart fall
of a mother

just a moment—
distant lightening connects
sky and earth

Thus, homelessness has offensively emerged in our 
cities and it is practically blighting its inner and outer 
glow. The haiku raises the doubt over the menace 
in a rather sympathetic way while asking if the 
“homelessman” can ever catch up with the changing 
conditions at the meanstrean city. The whizzing 
train itself shades out the symbolic meaning of a 
transformative city on a fasttrack rail in 21st century. 
This is what social change means in my view. With 
the cold wind as a cover for night, the man certainly 
deserves a ride if not just a tour to skip the last 
injection of the dew into his freezing body. But sadly 
he misses the train and will always do so long as he 
does not share part in the macroexistence that divides 
him pathetically away from the bourgeoisies of our 
time. The urban transmogrification might just be 
weighing down the poor to the bedrock of this sinistic 
sea of poverty. This is where we have been ditched 
by the government and the church alike. Maybe, the 
subject matter is a new echo from Sola Owonibi’s 
satirical long verse “Homeless, not Hopeless”.

After Dr. Marié Heese (a South African educationist) 
published a haiku anthology in 1997, a long hiatus 
set in creating a haiku-afriku publication time lag. 
But the passing quietness has eventually paid kindly 
with two 21st century afriku-haiku anthologies from 
Ghana. 
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A History Of African Haiku
Adjei Agyei-Baah

Introduction

Haiku in Africa is growing nowadays. And as a ‘new’ 
art finding roots in Africa, credit could be given to 
Sono Uchida (a prominent Japanese haiku poet and 
diplomat) in Senegal, who 30 years ago initiated a 
haiku contest in the French language, which in those 
days was the only international haiku contest on the 
African continent. And afterward, also promoted 
haiku in Morocco (as an ambassador) among other 
places to which he was posted.Being a haikuist 
himself, he founded The International Association 
of Haiku, Japan with his friends in 1989 to support 
the development of cultural and human exchanges 
through the works of haiku.

During his three-and-a-half year’s mission as an 
ambassador of Japan, he had always felt that Senegal 
would be a very fertile ground for the growth of 
haiku. The image of the Senegalese people adapting to 
the nature reminded him of the traditional life of the 
Japanese people that the contemporary world starts 

Readers it looks as if events on haiku-afriku activities 
in 2016 really shopped out a lot for the continent 
by way of bringing to shore beautiful thoughts 
tainted with practical intellectual abilities of from 
all cardinals of Africa. This is where our pragmatic 
approach toward life gets rewardingly fantastic. 
Anyone who peruses through all the haiku and afriku 
we have since produced in Africa would testify to 
the fact they are symbolic capsules well encased 
to teach another trend of literature. Whether the 
long structured poetries will survive the vagaries 
of the writing world or afriku and haiku poems 
will completely keep growing to overshadow their 
influences into the 22nd century only the ticking 
clock can tell. But it seems there is a strong feeling of 
poetri-evolution reshaping the poetry-scape so long 
the new crop of writers are concern. Basho and his 
contemporaries have set height and we in Africa have 
equally sworn to take the challenge to the crest of 
Mount Fuji. 

My final gratitude goes to Adjei Agyei- Baah, co-
founder of Africa Haiku Network, Jesse Kalusian 
Emmanuel, co-founder of Africa Haiku Network for 
granting me a copius space in this Mamba Issue to 
reach everyone.
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Haiku Activities in West African Countries

Haiku activities in West Africa for the past four years 
have been dominated and championed for the most 
part by Ghanaian and Nigerian poets in international 
circles, primarily through regular posting on various 
haiku societies’ and associations’ websites, on social 
media platforms, and by participating in international 
contest and kukai, with some of their haiku taking the 
topmost, runner ups and honorable mention positions. 
Mention can be made of early African haiku poets like 
Nana Fredua Agyeman (Ghana), Jacob Kobina Ayiah 
Acquah (Ghana), and Emmanuel Jakpa (Nigeria), all 
of whom had written and published in journals, and 
later Emmanuel-Abdalmasih Samson of Nigeria, who 
invented what he termed “mirror haiku,” a technique 
that would be found in many other haiku cultures 
around the world.

Here are few samples of their early published haiku in 
various journals around the world:

the swift’s home
in the wall —
painted over
— Nana Fredua Agyeman, Ghana (Simply Haiku 4�4)

to forget. According to Sono Uchida, it was the belief 
of haiku poets in Japan that nature does not belong to 
men, but instead, it was men who belong to nature. In 
that respect, men should always revere nature and live 
in harmony with it.

His haiku pursuit in Senegal was supported by the 
first President of Senegal, His Excellency Leopold 
Sedar Senghor, who was also a great friend of haiku.

In 1980 Uchida wrote this haiku during his stay in 
Dakar:

firmament covered
of Saharan dust

white sun does not move.
(translated from the original Japanese, source unknown)
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Precious Oboh (Nigeria), all of whose work appears 
regularly in prominent journals and among winners in 
international contests.

roasting sun
the egret’s measured steps
in buffalo shadow
— Adjei Agyei-Baah (The Heron’s Nest XVIII�1, The Heron’s 
Nest Award 2016)

blackout evening
the moon lights up
outdoor conversation
— Kwaku Feni Adow (Babishaiku Contest 2016, First Prize)

midday shower
a cow’s hoofprint quenches
the dove’s thirst
— Barnabas Ikeoluwa Adeleke (Cattails May 2016, Editor’s 
Choice Haiku)

the homeless man
tides up his new residence
approaching storm
— Emmanuel Kalusian (Vladimir Devide Haiku Contest 2015, 
Commended)

empty matchboxes
scattered in the mud
my new community

— Jacob Kobina Ayiah Mensah, Ghana (Ambrosia 4)

harmattan
cracking green buds

from a tree
— Emmanuel Jakpa, Nigeria (Shamrock 15)

walking in the rain
umbrellas sing counterpoint

August concerto

August concerto
umbrellas sing counterpoint

walking in the rain
— Emmanuel Sampson Abdalmasih, Facebook Notes (Mirror 

Haiku Series), 31-08-2011

Among the contemporary haijin who followed these 
early advocates, and who remain front-runners 
of African haiku, are Adjei Agyei-Baah (Ghana), 
Celestine Nudanu (Ghana), Kwaku Feni Adow (Ghana), 
Kojo Turson (Ghana), Emmanuel Jessie Kalusian 
(Nigeria), Barnabas Ìkéolúwa Adélékè (Nigeria) and 
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Haiku Activities in East African Countries

Haiku activities in Kenya emerged strongly from 
around 2006, spurred by Dr Gabi Greve in Japan, the 
Director of the World kigo Database, and Susumu 
Takiguchi, Chairperson of the World Haiku Club. 
Isabelle Prondzynski, a member of the World Haiku 
Club, founded Kenya Saijiki, an internet discussion 
forum collecting a kigo database (i.e. saijiki) for 
Kenya and similar tropical regions, in early 2006 
under the direction of Dr Greve. The group began with 
some 100 members with six local co-ordinators, and it 
has stabilized and grown from there.

The existence of Kenya Saijiki provided a foundation 
for the country’s poets to grasp the aesthetics of 
haiku art and thus to be able to write about their 
local seasons, their immediate environment and their 
culture, which they shared on the world stage through 
participation in competitions and contributions to 
journals, blogs and magazines. It is to be noted that 
haiku is included as part of the national curriculum 
for Kenyan secondary schools.

Isabelle Prondzynski also initiated the Haiku Clubs 
of Nairobi, with Patrick Wafula, a Kenyan teacher, 
as coordinator of these clubs. Wafula (the 2010 Shiki 
Kukai runner-up awardee and a professional teacher 
at Bahati Community Centre as well as a member 

after the storm
the homelessness

of fallen leaves
— Turkson Adu Darkwa (5th Japan-Russia Haiku Contest 

2016, Winner, Akita International University President’s 
Award)

harmattan moon
a leafless tree leans on

its shadow
— Celestine Nudanu (5th Japan-Russia Haiku Contest 2016, 

Honorable Mention)

ballad of the moon—
virgins painted

in primary colours
— Precious Oboh (The Heron’s Nest XVIII�3)

dinner with family—
thread by thread

okra slime ties our hands
— Justice Joseph Prah (Mamba Haiku Journal II)
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sunny savanna
the lion starts to yawn
then roars
— Mercy Ikuri, Kenya (5th Japan-Russia Haiku Contest 2016, 
Honorable Mention)

Maasai village
cattle bells awakening
the dawn
— Mercy Ikuri, Kenya (Asahi Haikuist Network, January 6, 
2017)

Though not much is known about haiku activities in 
other East African countries, some individual poets 
have emerged on the international scene:

a committee
gathers in celebration
dying buffalo
— Nshai Waluzimba, Zambia (The 17th HIA Haiku Contest 
2015, Honorable Mention)

monsoon rain
rinse the beggar’s eyes
clearer petitions
— Roundsquare Chomulet, Somalia (Mamba Haiku Journal I)

of Kenyasaijiki) and Caleb Mutua (a gifted Kenyan 
haijin and journalist, who became the first Kenyan to 
be published in Shamrock Haiku Journal in 2011) are 
among the leading lights of Kenyan haiku.

full moon—
cumulus clouds

slowly form a wolf
— Patrick Wafula (Shiki Kukai 2010)

on the campus lawn
fresh anthills surrounded

by fresh mushrooms
— Caleb Mutua (Shamrock 18)

The Haiku Clubs of Nairobi regularly invite new 
haijin to join, and have thus passed on their love of 
haiku to ever-new populations over the past ten years. 
They meet at least twice yearly in an all-day kukai. 
They now have active members in several regions of 
Kenya, as well as writing haiku when travelling to 
neighbouring countries.

The Japan Information and Culture Centre attended 
the very first meeting of Kenya Saijiki in 2006, 
and in recent years has been supportive in inviting 
members of Kenya Saijiki to cultural events providing 
information about Japan.
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Haiku Activities in South African Countries

Haiku emergence is the South/southern part of Africa 
might similarly been inspired by the activities of 
Japanese ambassadors and visiting Western lecturers/
professors.

Dennis Brutus, for instance, during an early visit to 
China in 1973, was influenced by haiku. And as a 
political racial advocate employed this terse poetic 
genre to communicate his intimate moments of 
his memories of a love lost, fleeting and a wish for 
reclamation:

That gentle touch on
your cheek many years from now:
ashes from my urn.
(Source: Dennis Brutus Collection at Worcester State College, 
Worcester, Massachusetts, Publications and Printing Services 
Worcester State College Press Third Edition 2010)

Similar mention can be made of the enormous 
contribution of Ted Goossen, a professor from the 
York University with a specialty in Modern and 
Contemporary Japanese Literature, who brought 
Japan’s culture to Zimbabwe through public and 
academic lectures, on subjects as diverse as the tea 
ceremony and ancestor worship to writing haiku. 
Goossen’ lectures yielded results, as he returned to his 

the bully walks slow
to the principal’s office
second time this week

— Judy McIntosh,Tanzania (“Our Daily Online Haiku,” 
USToday�com January, 2003)

Recent haiku activity from the East African 
region includes the founding of the Babishaiku 
Contest, organized in 2016 by Babishai Niwe Poetry 
Foundation, a Ugandan-based NGO dedicated to the 
promotion of African poetry, founded by Beverley 
Nambozo Nsengiyunva. The Foundation organized the 
2nd international haiku contest solely for Africans to 
promote haiku. Its first contest was judged by Adjei 
Agyei-Baah, a Ghanaian poet with an international 
reputation who is also the co-founder of Africa Haiku 
Network.
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In South Africa at least six haijin have published 
work. Once vibrant on the scene in late ’90s was 
Wilhelm Haupt, who wrote in Afrikaans and 
published in the Netherlands. One of his early haiku 
published in a Dutch journal is:

Daddy, come quick and look:
The sky is so full of
God’s foot prints.
— Wilhelm Haupt (Vuursteen 1998/3)

Moira Richards (George, Eastern Cape) writes 
mostly tanka and linked verse. She once served as 
renku editor for Simply Haiku, and a co-convenor 
of the annual online festival of women’s poetry in 
South Africa. Some of her pieces among other renku 
participants can be found here:

a crusted pier
points to where
the moon just was
— Moira Richards (A Hundred Gourds 4:2)

Gus Ferguson is an African cartoonist, editor and 
pharmacist from Cape Town, South Africa. He edited 
the poetry journal, Carapace. A typical example of his 
verse is found below:

country with some delectable Africa haiku written by 
his students as a memoir:

In the middle of the night
Two frogs are croaking

At least I have some company
— Cynthia Chigiya, Zimbabwe

A pool of water
Covered with wings

Where did the flying termites go?
— Takvra Whande, Zimbabwe

Falling raindrops
Flying ishwa

Companions on a chameleon’s tongue
— anonymous

On the fallen leaves
The grasshopper squats

Praying for rain
— anonymous
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Dr. Marie Heese published Haiku for Africa in 2014 
(Unisa Press, South Africa) and excerpts the collection 
can be read below:

faith
small beetle, huge ball of dung
he rolls it, thrusting it with the finest sand

after birth
nobody told her, she will carry the child
for the rest of her life

long live the king
vultures are circling just to frustrate them
I shall survive one more day

Gus Ferguson should be martyred
But not with wood and nails

he should be wrapped in lettuce leaves
and thrown amongst his snails.

(https://en�wikipedia�org/wiki/Gus_Ferguson)

1.Rainflies/ishwa are termites which grow wings 
in the evening after it has been raining� During the 

day they lose the wings and go underground�

Steve Shapiro writes lovely haiku as well as haiga, 
and has published two haiku books, In A Borrowed 
Tent (1994) and Of Little Consequence (2007):

Through a hole
in a borrowed tent

the Milky Way
(In A Borrowed Tent)

Collecting mushrooms
my knife blade reflecting mist

swirling through the pines      
(Of Little Consequence)
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A poet from South Africa whose haiku began 
appearing in journals in 2015 or so is Clifford W 
Lindemann of Broederstroom. Among his most recent 
publications are:

Dusk and the moon
smiles at the evening star
Venus blinks
(Asahi haukuist Network, December 30, 2016)

My grandson
greets the fridge first
last night’s chicken
(Asahi haukuist Network, January 6 Issue, 2017)

Other haikuists from Southern African countries 
recorded in contests and journals include:

a committee
gathers in celebration
dying buffalo
— Nshai Waluzimba, Zambia (The 17th HIA Haiku Contest 
2015, Honorable Mention)

I looked around me
In the middle of the street
Suddenly I am lost.
— Jacob Nthoiwa, Botswana (University of Botswana English 
Department, 2003)

Daniel Hugo, an Afrikaans poet occasionally writes 
haiku in Afrikaans. He was a specialist announcer/
producer for Radiosondergrense, the national 
Afrikaans radio, and was also responsible for the 
literary programmes “Leeskring” and “Vers en 
Klank”. He was also an editor at the publishing house 
Protea Boekhuis. Below are sample pieces of his 
random written haiku:

o haiku without
nature and the seasons:

frog without pool

o haiku without
counted syllables:

spring without swallows

haikoewêreldjie:
only seventeen steps to

the top of Fuji

the rooster has a daily
break notch in his throat, he crows

get dawn color
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Haiku Activities in North African Countries

Haiku has not remained solely in the heartland of 
Africa but has traveled to North African countries 
as well. The aforementioned Sono Uchida served as 
Japanese ambassador to Morocco as well, where he 
initiated a haiku contest that might have been the first 
haiku competition to have emerged from the Arab 
world.

In spite of this, haiku is still a relatively ‘new’ 
practice in Arabic literature. The first book of haiku 
translated from the Japanese appeared in 2010 by 
a Syrian writer Muhammad Adimah. Though most 
Arab haiku poets use the three short lines structure, 
this has not always been considered a strict rule. 
Literary critics in the Arab world have not reached an 
agreement yet whether the haiku written by young 
poets can be considered a new form of poetry or 
merely a different name for (the already popular) 
flash fiction. In July 2015, Poetry Letters Magazine 
[“A study on Arabic Haiku,” Poetry Letters Magazine 
(Arabic ed.), No. 3, 2015, p.47–54; Poetry Letters 
Magazine (Arabic ed.), No. 3, July 2015, “special issue 
(“The Arabic Haiku”)] acknowledged Arabic haiku as 
a distinct form of poetry by publishing, for the first 
time, haiku by 11 Arab poets from Syria, Morocco, 
Iraq, Jordan, and Tunisia.

African summer
elephants trumpet
in the dusty plains

— Rakotomahefa Diamondra, Madagascar (The Heron’s Nest 
XVII�3)

they roam hand in hand
in their deep connectedness
our thoughts and our minds

— Lize Bard, Namibia (Haiku out of Africa, https://
wandererhaiku�wordpress�com/ November 29, 2016)

The above haiku and books demonstrate the presence 
of haiku in South/Southern African countries 
but no significant activities had been recorded 
yet on countries such Angola, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Namibia, and Swaziland.

The above haiku and books demonstrate the presence 
of haiku in South/Southern African countries 
but no significant activities had been recorded 
yet on countries such Angola, Lesotho, Malawi, 
Mozambique, Namibia, and Swaziland.
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There also exist haiku poems written in Arabic (and 
yet to be translated into English) from Arab poets 
from Syria, Morocco, Iraq, Jordan and Tunisia to be 
found in Poetry Letters Magazine (Arabic ed.), No. 3, 
July 2015, “special issue” (The Arabic Haiku). Algeria, 
Egypt, Libya, Mauritania, Morocco, Sudan, and 
Western Sahara still remain a greenfield where haiku 
seeds have yet to drop.

Ali Znaida is a Tunisian secondary school English 
teacher and Arabic translator whose haiku and other 
Japanese poetry forms have been prominent on the 
international scene recently, appearing in many 
international journals and placing in contests as well. 
Below is some of his best-known work:

full sunshine...
rainbow perishing into
butterflies
Grand Prize, Non-Japanese Division, 8th Yamadera Bashō 
Memorial Museum English Haiku Contest

sirocco...
a bird bathing
in the camel’s urine
The International Matsuo Bashō Award 4th Edition 2016, 
Honorable Mention

The 11th World Haiku Association Japan Conference 
and the 5th World Haiku Seminar (April 29, 
2016,Itabashi Green Hall, Tokyo) included poet 
Abdelkader Jamoussi, an envoy of the Moroccan 
Embassy in Japan, who discussed the development of 
haiku in Morocco, and announced the 2nd Morocco 
Haiku Seminar, to be held in July. His paper “Is Arab 
Haiku Possible?” explains the poetic tradition of the 
Arab world and the wide possibility of future of haiku 
there.

Examples of haiku from Northern African countries 
include:

scorching sun...
a leaf in search

of a shadow
— Ali Znaida, Tunisia (The Mamba Haiku Journal II)

Another lemon tree
In another country

My gazes are desires
— Mohammed Bennis, Morocco (World Haiku 2007 No�3)

Carefully picked spot
Cat sleeping in the garden

Caressed by the Sun
— Talib, Morocco (https://talibhaiku�com/)
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Formation of Haiku Societies and Associations in 
Africa

Haiku’s spread in Africa can be observed not only in 
publications but through the formation of societies 
and associations as well. Haiku activities seem to 
have spread faster in West Africa compared to the 
other sub-regions. Senegal most likely formed the 
first haiku society in Africa, since the Embassy of 
Japan in Senegal has records of a haiku contest dating 
back to 1979. This contest is widely recognized as a 
Senegalese cultural events, and 2017 marks the 30th 
year it has been held. Participants from previous 
contest had been from various countries but with 
mostly a greater representation coming from Senegal 
and Cameroon.

Senegal has a tradition of “short talk” poetry, with no 
rule relating to syllable count as in haiku, but with 
rhyme and rhythm repeated, and engaging in much 
word play. Such poems were recited at occasions such 
as weddings and baptisms. The Japanese Embassy saw 
an opportunity to connect traditional Japanese and 
Senegalese cultures by encouraging the creation of 
haiku in relation to the traditional oral poetry in West 
Africa.

The second such association was perhaps the Nigeria 
Haiku Society, formed in 2004 by Jerry S. Adesewo. 

cancer survivor...
a flower sipping

the dew
European Quarterly Kukai #14

full moon...
the weight of

the blood donor’s joy
Croatia Blood Donation Haiku Contest 2015, High 

Commendation

Other Random Items

Richard Wright, a black America author discovered 
haiku in 1959 when the South African Beat poet 
Sinclair Beiles handed him R.H. Blyth’s four-volume 
Haiku. This new poetic genre came as a revelation 
to him. Wright specialist Jianqing Zheng writes, 
“Immediately after Beiles’s introduction, there was 
an enthusiastic intensity of haiku writing in Wright’s 
life in Paris. Wright was ‘completely incapable of 
stopping’ his new obsession with haiku though he was 
very sick at the time.” Wright seems to have had no 
other source of information about haiku and no one 
with whom to discuss his work. Still, Wright produced 
some 4,000 haiku, 817 of which were selected by the 
poet himself for publication.

His watershed collection, Haiku: This Other World, 
appeared in print, however, only in 1998.
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Even before that, mention must be made of Nana 
Fredua-Agyeman’s blog, “Haiku from Ghana.” 
Fredua-Agyeman was one of the first Africans to be 
published in a Western journal (Simply Haiku 4.4, in 
2006). Mention should also be made of Jacob Kobina 
Ayiah Mensah, Ghanaian editor of Rough Sheet Tanka 
Journal, who had written and published under the 
pseudonym “Sitting Mountain” who was published 
shortly thereafter (Simply Haiku 7.4, 2009).

Haiku Books / E-Books from Africa / Reviews

African haiku poets have not only achieved journal 
publication and winning contest awards and mentions, 
but have also put their poems into collection and 
anthologies either in e-print or hardcopy books. Below 
are a list of haiku books written by Africans or haiku 
about Africa written by foreigners:

 » Haiku for Awuku� Prince K. Mensah (Mensah 
Press, 2010)

 » Morrocan Haiku. Sally Kendall (Blurb Books, 
2010)

 » Goodbye Donna Summer. Ali Znaida (Fowlpox 
Press, 2014)

 » Haiku Rhapsody. Celestine Nudanu (Nudanu Press, 
2016)

The society, recognized and duly certified by the 
Association of Nigerian Authors, was officially 
inaugurated on June 2, 2005 by the then-Japanese 
Ambassador to Nigeria, Mr. Akio Tanaka, at his 
residence, during the prize-giving ceremony of the 1st 
Haiku Poetry Contest organized in collaboration with 
an Abuja-based edutainment outfit, Arojah Concepts, 
for FCT Schools. It has since ceased activity.

A third such organization is the Ghana Haiku Society 
(GHS), founded by Adjei Agyei-Baah and Celestine 
Nudanu in 2016 with sole aim of promoting haiku 
in Ghana and making it an acceptable new poetic 
genre in literature studies in both high schools and 
universities.

July 2015 saw the birth of “African Haiku Network” 
by two young Africans, Emmanuel Jessie Kalusian, a 
Nigerian ICT instructor with specialties in computer 
programming and networking, and Adjei Agyei-Baah, 
a Ghanaian lecturer from the University of Ghana 
Distance Learning Center, Kumasi Campus, with the 
purpose of promoting and teaching haiku in Africa. 
In February, 2016 The Mamba Haiku Journal, Africa’s 
first international haiku voice, was launched, bringing 
the global haiku community’s attention to haiku 
growth in Africa. 
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